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SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES

AND HAS HER MISSION . . . TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE
FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF GOD'S
WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD.''
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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FROM THE EDITOR

"The Bible in American Culture" was the
focus of a special conference sponsored by the

Lilly

Foundation and hosted

by the Billy

Graham Center at Wheaton College, November

l-3,1979.*
Participants for the most part were leading
evangelical historians concerned to unravel the
ways in which the Bible has shaped American

culture, but also the ways in which American
culture has shaped our understandings of the
Bible.

The importance of what happened af
Wheaton that weekend was underscored by the
British evangelical theologian, James I. Packer,
when he noted that while we pretend to great
and deep understandings, we nonetheless are

"all more provincial and parochial than we
know." And Sidney Ahlstrom of Yale further
observed that "it is hopeless to separate the
Bible and western culture and unravel the
strands.

"

Most of the presentations confirmed just how
tightly those strands have been woven.
For those of us in the Restoration Movement,
the single most important paper was by George
Marsden of Calvin College, "The Bible and

Common Sense. " The Scottish school of
Common Sense Philosophy, Marsden noted,
insisted that human knowledge is a matter of

*The conference was organized by historians Mark Noll oÍ
Trinity College (Deerfield, Illinois), and Nathan O. Hatch of
Nolre Dome who wrote on the Resloration Move¡nent ln Mission
Journal, December, I 979.

common sense, that we do not need to interpret

reality, but that we simply know it as it is.
Applied to the Bible, this means that scripture is
absolutely clear and plain, requires no
interpretation to be understood, and thus speaks
to all human beings in precisely the same way.

What escaped many adherents of the
Common Sense perspective was the fact that
even the assertion that the Bible does not
require interpretation was itself an interpretation
of the biblical text.

Nonetheless, Marsden noted that the
Common Sense school was the dominant
philosophy taught in America from 1800 to
1875. And then he noted, "By mid-century
[i.e., 1850], almost every theologian in the
country held to the infallibility both of the Bible
and of Common Sense."

Our own movement, which grew up during

the heyday of Common Sense, clearly was
influenced by that perspective. In this
connection, Thomas H. Olbricht, writing in this
issue of Mission Journal, speaks of the great
admiration Alexander Campbell held for Moses
Stuart, the American champion of the Common
Sense school.

In this issue of the journal, we look at the
Bible and biblical interpretation from a number
of perspectives. In addition, we bring you a very
helpful review of the new versions of the biblical
text that appeared in the 1970's. And finally, we
bring you a variety of other materials that we
hope you will find helpful in your own ministry
and life.

By THOMAS H. OLBRICHT

"Running parallel to tfie restoration stream at its commencement
vvas anothq strcam, perhaps morc occupied by scñolars than church
goers, a movement emphasizing the theology ol the Bible. Surprisinglf ,
these two streams have seldom intersected, perhaps to the
impoverishment of both."
We take the Bible, the whole Bible, and
nothing but the Bible, øs the foundation of
qll Christian union ond communion.
Alexander Campbell
Bethany, Va., June 13, 1839

The stream in which we swim commenced
with an allergy to theology - particularly
metaphysical and medieval, but in fact,
anything sailing under theological colors.

Alexander Campbell deprecated even the
theological activities of the reformers. "Calvin
renewed the speculative theology of Saint
Augustine, and Geneva in a few years became
the Alexandria of modern Europe" (Preface to
The Christian System). The antidote offered by
Campbell called upon men and women to turn
their backs on theology and immerse themselves
in the teachings of the scriptures and that alone.

could just be, however, that in some
measure the "fathers" threw out the baby with
the bath. What if the Bible itself contains
theology, that is, biblical theology? Would the
theology found in the Bible itself be foreign to
the Bible? Obviously not. It is not clear that

It

Thomas H. Olbricht is professor
University.
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of

Bible at Abilene Christian

Campbell committed himself to the task of
discovering the overarching theology of the
Bible even though he worked long hours on the

of specific topics, for example,
conversion, baptism, and the Holy Spirit.

theology

Parallel Streams
Running parallel to the restoration stream at
its commencement was another stream, perhaps
more occupied by scholars than church goers, a
movement emphasizing the theology of the
Bible. Surprisingly, despite similar destinations,
these two streams have seldom intersected,
perhaps to the impoverishment of both. The
purpose of this article is to scrutinize the history
of these two streams and offer an account of the
natural topography which prevented their
confluence. We will conclude by suggesting that
restorationism sidesteps biblical theology only
to its own peril.
The Fountainheads

In the seventeenth century, the second
century of the Reformation, theology emerged
into a Protestant orthodoxy. This orthodoxy
was supported by various works on biblical
theology which provided proof-texts for prior
theological positions drawn indiscriminately
from both the Old and New Testaments. In such

an alignment biblical theology played a

subsidiary role. By the
Protestant orthodoxy had hardened

eighteenth century

"scholastic theology.

"

into

a

Toward the middle of the eighteenth century
various interests coverged to overthrow the
stranglehold of Protestant scholasticism. On the
one side the Pietism of Philipp Jakob Spener
(1635-1705) and August Hermann Francke
(1663 -17 27) emphasized a direct and
independent appeal to Scripture. On the other,
the grammatico-historical study of the scripture
came to the front as a discipline. From such a
perspective biblical texts had to be understood
in their own setting and not immediately
appropriated in service of dogmatics.

Two men who spearheaded this developing
hermeneutics were Johann August Ernesti
(1707-1781) and Johann Salomo Semler (1725l79l). The converging of these two interests
along with other concerns resulted in the
creation of a new academic discipline in the

German university-biblical theology. This new
discipline made its way, not as a support system
for Protestant scholasticism, but as a rival.
These new scholars, flying the flag of biblical
theology, hoped to overthrow older orthodoxy,
and believed that the theology of the Bible itself,
if pursued independently, would accomplish this
end. The title of a significant book in the
movement reveals such a program. Anton
Friedrich Büsching published his work in 1758
with the explanation, "The Advantage of
Biblical-dogmatic Theology over Scholasticism."

"lt is not clear that Campbell

eommitted
himsell to fhe task of discovering the over"
arching theology of the Bible even though
he worked long hours on the theology oÍ
specific fopics, far example, canyersiano
baptism, and the Holy Spirit."
Alexander Campbell (1788-1866) was not
to certain aspects of these new
developments. Campbell arrived in western
Pennsylvania from lreland and the Scottish
University of Glasgow in 1809. His father
Thomas (1763-1854) had preceded the family,

settling in Washington, Pennsylvania in 1807.
Both father and son came to desire more than
anything the unity of those who believed. They
concluded that the only means through which
such oneness could be achieved was utter loyaity
to the Bible and the demise of theology, church
confessions, and creeds.

At the time they emigrated to America,
movements to stand upon the Bibie alone had
already sprung up in Virginia, New England,
Kentucky, and Ohio. By lB30 these various
groups had conìe to know of each other.
Alexander Campbell shortly thereafter emerged
as the foremost thinker and author among these
peoples.

Campbell in his early years concluded that
uniting Christians upon the scriptures required
an agreed upon method of interpretation. He
soon became convinced that the grammaticohistorical interpretation generated in Gennany
and mediated through Moses Stuart (1780-1852)
of the newly founded Andover Theological
Seminary (1808) was an especially helpful ally in
this task. In his "Principles of Interpretation"
(ChrisÍianily Restored, 1835), he argued,
Were all students of the Bible taught to apply
the same rules of interpretation to its pages,

there would be a greater uniformity in
opinion and sentiment, than ever resulted
from the simple adoption of any written
creed (p. l5).
In presenting the "Principles..." he

confessecl

that "these extracts from E,rnesti and Stuart
are of much value on this topic" (p. 53).
That Campbell was abreast with the foremost
biblical scholarship of his time is shown by his
contention at the end of the work:
I do not know a single princþle asserted, that
is not already approved by the following:
Doctors Campbell, of Aberdeen;
Macknight, of Edinburgh; Doddridge of
England; Michaelis, of Gottingen; Horne,
of Cambridge; Stuart of Andover; Ernesti,
Lowth, Calmet, Glasius, Harwood, and
many others of equal celebrity (p. 96).

oblivious

It

is especially significant that Campbell knew

the work o1' Johann David Michaelis (ll171791). His InlroducÍion lo lhe New TesÍantenl
(1750) was the pioneering work in this area, and

was translated into English by Herbert Marsh in
1793. Campbell referred

to this work with some

frequency in othcr writings.

Though Campbell quickly embraced the
grammatico-historical interpretation of the
scriptures, he evinced little awareness of German

"The eflort to restore men and women to
the biblical f aith has often turned out to be
abortive precisely þecause of the îailure to
keep beîore believers tl¡e theology of the
Bible."
el'forts in biblical theology. Because both shared
the priority of the scriptures and a disdain for
scholastic theology one would presume that this
discipline would be immediately gathered into
Campbell's platform. Why then did Campbell

ignore these new developments

in

biblical

theology?

'fhe answer may be a simple one. The fact is
that none of these works were translated into
English and Campbell read little German. The
failure of the British to translate these theologies
was likely due to the evangelical upsurge of
Methodism and the widespread popularity of
Deism. Because of these two influences
scholastic theology had died a natural death in
Great Britain by Campbell's time.
But even had these works been translated it
likely that Campbell would have given
them only cursory attention. He sought to foster
unity in matters of church life and not so much
in theological reflection. He held that
theological positions were for the most part
ephemeral and in the final analysis matters of
speculation and opinion. Upon the details of
church life, in contrast, one could lay a clear and
sure foundation for Christian unity.
seems

The Stream Widens

After its initial surge, biblical theology was
eclipsed by the forging of new exactness in
Hebrew and Greek philology and by attention to
historical development within Judaism and
6

Christianity, due to the popularity of Hegel's
developmental philosophy. Scholars who
came to the forefront in this period were
Wilhelm Gesenius (1786-1842) in Hebrew
philology, W. Vatke (1806-1882) in Old
Testament history, and F.C. Baur (1762-1860) in
New Testament history.

After the middle of the nineteenth century a
steadily increasing interest in biblical theology
arose which undertook to utilize the conclusions
of the biblical critics. In Old Testament these
included the work of G.F. Oehler (1812-1872)
and Heinrich Ewald (1803-1875), and in New
Testament Bernhard Weiss (1827-1918) and
Wilhelm Wrede (l 859-1 906).
In the first burst of activity in the eighteenth
century, the theologies tended to employ the
usual topics of systematic theology such as faith,
revelation, God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, the
Trinity. But as the result of an interest in history
and development in the nineteenth century, the
biblical theologies began to pursue author after
author chronologically through the scriptures.

The biblical theologies of this period, now
d into Old and New Testament
theologies, arrived in the United States. In 1885
Funk & Wagnalls of New York published Yale
Professor George E. Day's translation of
Oehler, Theology of the Old Testament.
Oehler's work was divided into three major
parts: Mosaism, Prophetism, and Old
Testament Wisdom. In 1899 George Barker
Stevens of Yale published his The Theology o.f
the New Testament divided into (l) The teaching
of Jesus in the Synoptics, (2) In the Fourth
Gospel, (3) The Primitive Apostolic Teaching,
(a) The theology of Paul, (5) Hebrews, (6) The
Apocalypse, (7) John. Not only were various
theologies available but most of the major
seminaries in America offered courses in the
separate

subject.

But despite the influence of the second wave

of biblical theology in America these concerns
only superficially touched the movement of
which we are a part. The movement to restore
New Testament Christianity grew rapidly after
1830, and by 1900 had above a million members,
mostly in the border states. Through these years

the interest in biblical studies continued, but not

with the same intense interest as that of

Alexander Campbell. The leaders of the last half
of the century tended to be preachers rather than
scholars: Benjamin Franklin of Indiana, David
Lipscomb of Tennessee, and Moses E. Lard of
Kentucky. An exception was J.W. McGarvey,
who much like Campbell functioned as both
preacher and scholar.

Anthony L. Ash in a series of articles in the
Restoration Quarterly (1966, 1967) shows that
some interest prevailed in critical studies in our
movement, but that before 1887 support was
expressed very cautiously. In 1881 in The
Christian, George W. Longan of St. Louis,
Missouri presented his reaction to W. Robertson
Smith's controversial The Old Testement in the
Jewish Church published that year. Longan
stated that Smith's documentary view of the
Pentateuch puzzled him, but he was impressed
that he accepted critical methods without giving
up the inspiration of the Bible.

In 1885 Alexander Proctor speaking at the
Missouri Christian Lectureship argued that even
if higher criticism estabìished its conclusions, the
results would only bring the eternal truths of
God more clearly into view (9:4, pp. 224Ð.
In 1887, however, in the Christian Evangelist

Longan published an article, ' 'Higher

"lt has always been the busíness ol biblical
theology to scrutinize the rnessage oÍ the

sctipturc to determine what, if anything, is
at the heaft ot the biblical faith. Bibical

theology thereÍore ñas as its purpose the
distínguishing of ma¡orc ltom minorc."
Criticism,

" in which he

embraced the

Wellhausenian documentary hypothesis
concerning the origins of the Pentateuch. Longan
was followed in this position by a few others,

especially those educated in the University of
Chicago and at Yale in the 1890's. But for the
most part leaders in the movement either
rejected the results of higher criticism or ignored
the whole matter. Those in the Churches of
Christ who asked for a separate listing in the
1906 census almost to a person rejected higher
criticism.

The question is, what does higher criticisrn
of those in the
Restoration Movement in this second wave of
biblical theology? The answer is that most of
those persons in America interested in biblical
theology during the last decades of the
nineteenth century also embraced the critical
positions coming in from Europe. For that
reason, along with the movement's continual
wariness of theology, leaders of the Restoration
Movement essentially ignored the insights of the
have to do with the particitration

growing critical movement.

"ln an eflort to restore the taith and liÍe of
early Christianity, biblical theolagy is not
optional; it is imperative."
As a case in point indicating that biblical
theology was tied with higher criticism, we shall
describe briefly Charles A, Briggs' inaugural
address to the chair in Biblical Theology at
Union Theological Seminary in 1891, titled, "The
Authority of the Holy Scripture." This address
was widely denounced and served as a basis for
charging Briggs with heresy in the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church. For
various reasons Briggs can be called the father of
higher criticism in America.
In the address Briggs argued for the authority
reason and the church as well as for the
authority of the scriptures. But the majority of
the address was occupied with setting forth the
content of biblical theology. In this section
Briggs contrasted the theology of the Bible with
the conservative theology of his detractors.
If in fact biblical theology enhanced the
position of late nineteenth century American
Iiberals, as Briggs argued it did, we can easily
understand why biblical theology received short
notice in the Restoration Movement.

of

A Mighty R.iver
The publication of Karl Barth's commentary
on Romans in the 1922 edition heralded a new
interest in the theology of the lìible in Furope"
These developments were watcheel with car-rtion
in America and often with disdain. Finally,
however, in the middle of World War lI, an

expression

of support for biblical theology went

public. James D. Smart announced this
clrange in 1943 with two long articles in the
Journal o.f Religion, titled, "'Ihe Death and
Rebirth of Old Testament Theology. " Since that

time various publications have chronicled the
status of the movement including Brevard S.
Childs, Biblical Theology in Crisis (1970), G.
Ernest Wright, The Old Testantent snd
Theology (1969), Gerhard Hasel, Old
TesÍantenÍ Theology: Basic Issues in the CurrenÍ
Debste (1972) and New Teslantent Theology:
Bssic Issues in Íhe Current Debate (1978), and
most recently, James D. Smart, The Past,
Present and Future of BiblicalTheology (1979).

In Europe, especially Germany, most of the
notecl biblical scholars published either OId
Testament or New Testament theologies
depending upon their specialties. Considered
among the major works in OId Testament
theology were those by Walther Eichrodt
(English translation, 2 vols. 1961, 1967) and
Gerhard von Rad (8.T., 2 vols. 1962, 1965). In
New Testament were the works of Rudolf
Bultmann (E.T., 2 vols. 1951, 1955), the
Britisher Alan Richardson (1958) and the
conservative American scholar George Eldon
Ladd (19"74). Numerous others were also
published and they continue to appear at the rate
of about one a year in each of the two
disciplines. The last work of significance which
atternpted to comment on both the theology of
the Old and New Testaments was that of Yale
professor, Millar Burrows (1946). Not only have
numerous books been published, but almost all
seminaries throughout the world offer courses in
Old and New Testament theology.
Various explanations have been offered as to
the popularity of biblical theology in the third
decade of the twentieth century. In the early
years the view was often advanced that in the

crises of two wars and a depression, an
objective, historical interpretation o1' scripture
provided no real answers. G. Ernest Wright saw
especially Old Testament theology as a corrective
to the rapidly rising and falling theological fads
ol'the post World War II years. Brevard Childs
suggested that biblical theology was a welcome
relief from the forty years' war between the
liberals and funclamentalists in America. He
B

held that those who took up the excitement of
biblical theology saw this discipline as a means
of sidestepping, if not defusing, the perennial
debate.
J¿¡mes Smart proposed that the interest in biblical
theology was the result of the hermeneutic crisis.
He believed that the final outcome of the
grammatico-historical interpretation of the
scripture was an expertise over such minute
matters that the average man in the pew no longer
heard any message from the scripture after the
scholars had finished their work. He held that
biblical theology has, in fact, focused on the
message of the scripture and has mitigated the
arid coucretion of contemporary scholarly
exegesis. A kernel of truth resides in each of
these observations. But additionally important is
the conviction of most biblical scholars that the
crucial message for modern man resides in the
scriptures, and that the centers of this message
are located by the discipline of biblicaltheology.

The most liberal wings of the Restoration
Movement have finally become imersed in this
third epoch of biblical theology. This may in
part be a conviction of the cruciality of the

theology

of the Bible, but more likely

it

represents the tendency on the part of these
persons to reflect the concerns and interests of the
times. Two important New Testament scholars
who are Disciples and who have written on
aspects of New Testament theology are Leander
Keck, recently elected Dean of Yale Divinity

School, and William Baird

of Brite Divinity

"lt one is to relive the øxper¡ence of the
eaily Cñristians in tñís century
thøir life
and their taith * it is imperative- that what
bvas central ta their proclamation must
also öe centrcl to our prcclamation."
School of Texas Christian University. It is
difficult, however, to come up with men of
similar stature and productivity among the
Disciples in Old Testament theology.

Scholarly work in biblical studies among
those in the Churches of Christ has resulted
from the growing graduate programs at Harding
Graduate School of Religion (Memphis,

Tennessee), Abilene Christian University, and

Pepperdine University. True to the restoration
heritage of the Bible alone, biblical studies have
been at the heart of these programs. In these
studies, commenced in the fifties, the best
trained teachers and those whose classes have
been in most popular demand have been those
who taught OId or New Testament.

An interest in biblical theology has perhaps
not equalled that of biblical studies generally
but has gained attention in that all three schools
offer courses in Old and New Testament theology.
Moreover, these courses tend to prefer labels
characteristic of American biblical scholars of
the early part of this century, namely,
"Religious Teachings of the Old or New
Testament.

"

None of the men teaching these courses has
produced major works in these areas but a few
articles have appeared in Resloration Quarterly
and elsewhere. It is not clear that any consensus
prevails among these teachers as to the role and
significance of biblical theology for the effort
toward restoration. So even though biblical
theology has made its way finally into the
Restoration Movement, it has not as yet bçen
assigned a significant and imperative role.
The Importance of Biblical Theology for C'enuine
Restorationism

I

should therefore like

to

conclude these

observations by arguing that the effort to restore
men and women to the biblical faith has often
turned out to be abortive precisely because of
the failure to keep before belicvers the theology
of the Bible. If one is to relive the experience of

the early Christians in this centuly-their life
and their faith-it is imperative that what was
central to their proclamation must also be
central to our proclamation. A decade ago it was
popular among us to declare that we must be
careful to major in majors rather than in minors.
It was a great slogan, but unfortunately no

systematic program was

put forth for

ascertaining of what the majors consist.

It

has always been the business of biblical
to scrutinize the me ssage of the
scripture to determine what, if anything, is at the

theology

heart of the biblical faith. Biblical rheology
therefore has as its purpose the distinguishing of
majors from minors. Unfortunately, of course,

biblical theologians have sometimes

been

motivated by other interests than probing the
central core of the biblical faith. But in some
manner or another most biblical theologians of
the twentieth century have contributed to this
task.

The reason the effort at restoration has so
often proven abortive is that persons involved
have often elevated to the center stage matters
which from a biblical perspective are either in
left or right field. The assumption that what
matters is faithful adherence to any set of details
found. in the scriptures has resulted in the
proliferation of splits and divisions among those
of our restoration heritage. This assumption was
neither shared by Jesus nor Paul. Jesus did not
consider every matter of the law of equal weight
but placed some matters more at the heart of
God's demands than others. "But you neglect to
obey the really important teachings of the Law,
such as justice and mercy and honesty" (Matt.
23:23). Paul declared that there is a center to the
gospel.

I passed on to you what I received, which is
of the greatest importance: that Christ died
for our sins, as written in the Scriptures;
that he was buried and that he was raised to
life three days later, as written in the
Scriptures (l Cor. l5:3,4).
The only manner in which the life and faith
Christians can be restored is to
continually keep in sight the heart of that faith,
in other words, that core message for which
biblical theology searches. It is for this reason
tliat the predispositions against the overarching
message of the scripture, fostered by many ol'

of the early

our forefathers including Campbell, has
impoverished the effort to restore New

Testament faith. In an effort to restore the faith
and life of early Christianity, biblical theology is
not optional; it is imperative . We must scrutinize
in clepth the mighty acts of Goel and his final ancl
crucial act in the death, burial, and resurrection
of Jesus Christ. In this manner we will keep u¡r
front ccntcr that which likewisc was put up front
center by the early Chlistians.

Wtnat Kind of Man Was This?
By KRIS ENGDAHL
Father,

"The way everyone talks
about him, he seems so

sterile, so naive, that it's hard
to believe he ever spent time
an this planet. The way they
tell it, he walks on air, or sort
of glides, and hís neck doesn't
turn mare than about twenty
degrees. He never laughs,

never runs, never speaks

above a softo resonant drone,
never itchesn and never tastes,
smellsn or feels anything. Was
he really like that? Beeause if
he was, I don't see how in the
warld I could be anything like

him" I'm hardly ever serene.
When I get mad, my f ace
tigfitens and puckers into an
ugly mess, When my feet get

sore f rom walking all day, I get,
e rabby. Ã,nd when Mom
rmakes spagheftr, I go ntild

wittt deligttt."

Kris Engclahl is a senior English majol at Southwest Missouri State
University, Springfield, Missouli, and has been admitted to the
gracluate proglam in religious stuclies at tlre University of Iorva for
this fall.

l0

Do you mind if I ask a few questions? I don't
expect a letter in the mail for an answer, or
anything. I just want to ask.
What kind of a man was Jesus, anyway?
How human was he? In all the Sunday School
pictures, he never seems human at all. He is
always still and serene, even when he's driving
the money-changers from the temple.
And the way everyone talks about him, he
seems so sterile, so naive, that it's hard to believe
he ever spent time on this planet. The way they
tell it, he walks on air, or sort of glides, and his
neck doesn't turn more than about twenty
degrees. He never laughs, never runs, never
speaks above a soft, resonant drone, never

itches, and never tastes, smells,

or

feels

anything.
Was he really like that? Because if he was, I
don't see how in the world I could be anything
like him. I'm hardly ever serene. When I get
mad, my face tightens and puckers into an ugly
mess. When my feet get sore from walking all

day,

I get crabby. And

when Mom

makes

spaghetti, I go wild with delight.
Did Jesus ever get mad? Was he angry at
those guys in the temple? Did he want to hit
some of them? Did his feet ever get blistered and
sore? Did he have favorite foods that made his
face light up at the mention of them?
Was Jesus really the etherial, intangible sissy
that so many people make him out to have been?
He must have been a lot like the people he grew
up around, becuase they all said, "Oh, that's
just one of the boys that grew up here. Where
did he get these crazy ideas? Who is he to speak
in the synagogue?" If Jesus had been
outstanding all of his life it wouldn't have come
as so much of a surprise.
And when Jesus began his work, who did he
pick for his first professional companions?
Fishermen, of all people! Big, rope-burned,

foul-mouthed fishermen. Now how could

ã

wimpy, smooth-faced, effeminate Jesus walk
into a team of fishermen without getting cuffed
in the mouth? It just doesn't make sense!
God, the Jesus I see is a ruddy man with a
great, hearty laugh. His face is lined with tiny
wrinkles from laughing and squinting in the sun.
He has leathered hands, calloused feet, hairy
armpits and a sweaty neck. He and his disciples
smell like thirteen unbathed, well-traveled men.
God, why do we want to imagine that Jesus
only appeared to sleep in that boat, lying there,
still, a green upholstered pillow between his head
and his hands, waiting for his line?
"Ahem. Where-is-your-faith," as if he
is reading from a cue card somewhere. (Turn to
sea.) "Peace. Be still!" It all looks like some
junior high play, or a low-budget movie.
I picture instead this exhausted, sweaty man,
sprawled out on the dèck, in the most

position
imaginable,
undignified
snoring-loudly. After all, he's sleeping through

a storm that's throwing water in the boat! It
takes several minutes for the frantic tugging of
the large, heavy fishermen lo rouse him. He
wakes up grumpy and disoriented, maybe
thinking, "What's allthe fuss about?" He'd like
to ignore them, but he sees the alarm in their
faces and, loving them and understanding their
fear, stands up and hoarsely says to the waves,
"Quiet! Settle down!" And he silently goes on,
"I need my rest!"

And so, when the sea recognizes that voice
and immediately obeys it, the disciples stand
there with their mouths hanging open. As this
bearded, tangible man goes back to his hard
bed, settles back into a regular breathing pattern
and begins, again, to snore, the disciples look at
each other, terrified.
Well, God, I don't know. It doesn't seem like
it would be worth sending someone to live with
us if he weren't going to take up space and have
weight. But then, that's just my opinion.

The Historical Reliability of the
Bible
"The Bible, of course, is much more thaniust a book oÍ history. But it
does claim to be a rccord of events fhaf happened in the past. How
reliable is this record? Can u/e trust its histo rical stateme nts?"
By

JIM WHITFIIìLD

The Standard ol' Ur', the Tel-el-Amarna
tablets, the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III,
the Assyrian Palace Reliefs, Sennacherib's Clay
Prism, the Cyrus Cylinder-these and dozens o1'
other artil'acts in the British Museuln made the
narratives of the llible leap into the world ol'
reality for me. I lelt somewhat like the English
historian, Arthur Bryant, must have f'elt rvhcn
.linr Whitf icld is a cabincl makcl ancl tcachcs in thc cclt¡cation¡l
lrrogranl of' tllc l\4c¿rclou' [.-ark Chulch of ('hlist. l:or I (-ollins,
Cololaclo.

he studied three centulies of docilmcnts fi'onr a
fanrily in Clhesire ancl then wrote I)ist'overittg
Thal lhe Pasl l4/u.s l?eul.

As we lourcd thc uruseun], thc guiclc kept
that tlic nrost

em¡rhasiz-ing over a¡rd over again

accurate text-bclok of' history ever writteu is thc
Riblc.

Thc llible, of course , is much morc tharr jrrst
a book ol' history. Ilut it does claim to bc a
lt

record ol'evcnls that happened in the past. How
".eliable is this record? Can we trust its historical
siateme nts?

Importance
Someone rrray suggest that the historical
accuracy ol' the lJible isn't all that important.
After all, the important truths of the Bible are
spiritual in nature. So wliat il'a passage may be a
little ol'f concerning a date or a name or a
location? Can't we still accept the eternal truths

of the Bible without getting hung up on the
accuracy of some historical details?

The noted Bible scholar of the University of
Manchester', F.F. Bruce, points out in his book,
The New TeslantenÍ 'I)ocuntenls, Are They
Reliable?, that the good news of Christianity is

intimately bound up with the historical order.
He emphasizes the fact that God has entered
history for the world's redemption and that
Christianity has its roots in history. And then he
notes that "this historical 'once-for-all-ness' of
Christianity, which distinguishes it frorn those
religious and philosophical systems which are
not specially related to any particular time,
makes the reliability of the writings which
purport to record this revelation a question of
first-rate importance.

"

The llible contains both history and doctrine.

In our pursuit of Bible truths, we cannot

underrate the significance of the accuracy of
either. The historical reliability of the Bible is
just as important as its doctrinal credibility. As
Professor Robert H. Mounce, Dean of the
Potter College of Arts and Humanities af
Western Kentucky University, put it, "lt ¿s

irnportant whether we can trust the New
Testament when it tells us about something that

happened. The Gospel writer is either right or
wrong. If he is wrong in an area where we can
check him (history), how can we rely upon his
accuracy in an area where no checks are possible
(doctrine)? The whole thing stands or falls
together. "

If the historical reliability of the Bible is that
important, and I believe it is, then it deserves our
careful scrutiny.
Testing the Bible

John Warwick Montgomery gives a strong
12

to the question, "ls the New
Testament valid historically?" He does this by
regarding the dclcuments of the llible only as
documents and treating them as we would any
other historical materials. Montgomery bclieves
that we should "go directly to the documents
themselves and subject them to the tests of
reliability employed in general historiography
ancl literary criticism. "
Before Montgomer-y, these tests were first
listed and explained by the military historian, C.
Sanders, in his Introductiott lo Research in
English Literary HisÍory. They are the bibliographical, internal, and external tests.
al'f irmative answer

l. Bibliographical Test
Briefly, the bibliographical test is
examination of the textual transmission

an
by

which documents reach us. Since the original
autographs themselves are lost, what assurance
do we have that the copies now available
reproduce the original writings?

A comparison of the textual evidence for the
New Testament with that of other ancient
historical writings demonstrates how confident
we can be in the integrity of the scriptures. For
example, there are only nine or ten good
manuscripts for Ceasar's GallÌc l4/ar, lhe oldest
written some 900 years later. The earliest copy of
the Annals of Tacitus dates about ll00 4.D., a
thousand years later than the original. The
histories of Herodotus and Thucydides have
only eight copies each, none earlier than 900

4.D.,

leaving a 1300 year gap.

"Yet," as F.F. Bruce concludes, "no classical
scholar would listen to an argument that the
authenticity of Herodotus or Thucydides is in
cloubt because the earliest MSS of their works
which are of any use to us are over 1,300 years
Iater than the originals.

"

These ancient writings fail the bibliographical
test miserably when compared with the wealth of

the New Testament manuscript authority.

Consider, for example, the figures given by A.T.
Robertson in his Introduction to the Textuel
Criticisttt oJ' the New TesÍamenl: "There are
some 8,000 manuscripts of the l-atin Vulgate
and at least 1,000 for the other early versions.
Add over 4,000 Greek manuscripts and we have
13,000 manuscript copies of portions of the New

of the New
Testament can be reproduced from the
quotations of early Christian writers." These
figures, published in 1925, must now be
Testament. Besides all this, much

updated. Some scholars claim there are over
20,000 copies of New Testament manucripts
known today.

Sir Frederic Kenyon, who served as the
director and principal librarian at the British
Museum and was recognized as a leading
authority on cvalua.ting manuscripts, concluded
in his book, Our llible and lhe Ancienl
Manuscripts: " It cannot be too strongly
asserted that in substance the text of the Bible is
certain. . . . The Christiar-r can take the whole
Bible in his hand and say without fear or
hesitation that he holds in it the true Word of
God, handed down without essential loss fron-l
generation
centuries.

"

to generation throughout

the

Hislorical Inlroductir¡n Ío lhe New Teslctnenl,
that at the time the synoptic gospels were
written, "There were eyewitnesses and their
testimony was not completely disregarded.
This means that the gospels must be regarded as
largely reliable witnesses to the lil'e, death, and
resurrection of Jesus. "
F-urthermore, not only do we havc the
evidence of eycwitnesses, but the failure of
unfriendly witnesses to discredit the claims of
the apostles increases the likelihood that the

rer:ords are correct. In l'act, the apostles
themselves appealed to the genelal knowledge o1'

their antagonists. "We are witnesses of these
things," they claimed, but also challenged, "as
you yourselves also know" (Acts 2:22). The
strength of this evidence is noted by F.F. Bruce:
"Had there been any tendency to depart fronl
the facts in any material respect, the possible
presence of hostile' witnesses in the auclience
would have served as a further corrective."

2. Infernal Bvidence Test

According to Montgomery, in this test
"historical and Iiterary scholarship continues to
follow Aristotle's dictum that the benef it of thc
doubt is to be given to the document itsell', not
arrogated by the critic to himsell"' (see Aristotle,
Arl o.f Poetry, 1460b-l46lb). Montgomery goes
on to explain that "one n'ìLrst listen to the claims
of'the document under analysis, and not assllmc
fraud or error unless the autlior disqualifies
himself by contradictions or known f'actual
inaccuracies.

"

"The abundance oÍ available contirmatory
material should convince anyone ol the

historical reliability

whole."

of the Bible as a

This means, then, that we must take

3. lixtcrnal lÌvidence Tcst

Unconvinced by the sc first two te sts, all
unbeliever might demand collateral prool', that
is, evidence from material outside thc Ne w
Testamenl. Is lhere olher histol-ical eviclence that
conf irnrs or denies the testirnony ol' thc
documents themselves?

In a volume used by many as a guidc {'or
historical iuvestigatiou, a I'orrner prof'essor of'
history at the University of Chicago, [,ouis Iì.

Gottschalk, prcsents his historical methocl.
Concerning the external eviclence tcst he says:
"Con.f-ortttil)) or ag,reetttenl witl't other kli6wli
historicaI or scientilic l'acts is of'tcn thc clecisive
test of' evidence, whether of one or ol' more
witncsses

the

scriptures seriously when they urake historical
statements. A numbcr of'statemeuts in the Ncw
'f est¿inle nt indicate that thesc accounls wcrc
written by eyewitnesses who heard and sarv thesc
things themselves, or at least used eqr,rally
rcliablc sourccs (sec l-ukc l:1-3; .lohn 19:35; 2
Peter 1:16; l John l:l-3).
Robert Crant, the New 'lest¿tment scholat' ol'
the University ol Chicago, notes in his book,

"

(U

n cl e rs t u n cl i n

g H ist o r.v).

One of' the most powell'ul cviclcnccs l'or the
reliability of' the llible con-ìes frorn moclern
archaeological research. At many points
wherc the evidence is available , the lliblc has
bccn slrown to bc accurate
.

Perliaps no modern arcliaeologist has done
morc to create a gencral respect for thc truslworthiness of scripture than the late cmincnt

William Foxwcll Albrighl. In one ol his
nrc.rnurlenl¿tl works, I;'rotn Slonc Age lo
Chri.ç¡ianÌtv, he ntacle this obsel'v¿ìtion: "As

l3

critical study of the Bible is more and morc
influenced by the rich new material from the
ancient Near East we shall see a steady rise in
respect for the historical significance of now
neglected or despised passages and details in the
Old and New Testaments. "

To cite just one example of a scholar who
convinced himself of the reliability of the New
Testament documents, consider the complete
reversal of Sir William Ramsay. In no way did
Ramsay set out to "prove the Bible. " At first, in
fact, he accepted without question the prevailing
Tübingen theory that most of the New
Testament documents were late productions,
Acts, for example, coming from the middle of
the second century.

Ramsay was a scholar of international
repllte. He was the first Professor of Classical
Art and Archaeology at Oxford, before his
appointment as professoi of Latin af the
University of Aberdeen, where he remained until
his retirement in 1911. In 1906 he was knighted
for his service to the scholarly world. He
received honorary doctorates from nine
universities. He was one of the original members
of the llritish Academy, and an honorary
member of just about every scholarly association

devoted

to

archaeological and historical

research. He contributed about 100 articles to

the ninth edition of the

Ent'yclopaedia
BriÍannica. In short, he was a first-rate scholar,
original and thorough. Year after year he visited
Asia Minor to see for himseli and to make his
own discoverics.

His researches in Asia Minor led hini to a
general respect for the credibility of the New
Testament, especially the writings of Luke.
'l'ypical ol' his praises f'or Luke's standing as a
lristorian are these slatements from his The
Bearing o.f llecenl Discover.y on lhe TrLtsÍworlhiness o.f lhe New T'eslantenl: ",A model of
historical statement, . . the Acts may justly bc
quoted as a trustworthy historical authority. . .
Luke is a historian of the first rank; not merely
are his statements of fact trustworthy; Iie is
possessed o1' the true historic sense; he fixes his
mincl on the idea and plan that rules in the
evolution of history.
In short, this author
should be placecl along with the vely greatest ol'
historians. ' '
.

l4

Ramsay did such a thorough and convincing

job that many scholars today still respect

his

conclusions. Stephen Neill, in his The Inlerpreta-

îion of the New Testament, 186l-1961,

says

Ramsay's name "stands out above all others as
that of the scholar who has worked with greater
patience and success than any other in the

relating

of the evidence of the inscriptions

New Testament interpretation.

"

to

"Sorne people seem to approach the Bible
with the assumption that its historical
statements rnust be suspect until proyen
coruect, that ís, guilty oî eruü until proven
innocent. Why not respect the Bible as we
do the common cilminal and treat it as
innocent until prcYen guilty?"

After noting a few examples of Luke's
accuracy, F.F. Bruce summarizes the evidence
this way:
Now, all these evidences of accuracy are
not accidental. A man whose accuracy can
be demonstrated in matters where we are
able to test it is likely to be accurate even
where the means for testing him are not
available. Accuracy is a habit of mind, and

we know from happy (or

unhappy)

experience that some people are habitually

accurate just as others can be depended
upon to be inaccurate. Luke's record
entitles him to be regarded as a writer ol'
habitual accuracy.

And the same goes for the rest of the Bible. 'fhe
abundance of available confirmatory material
should convince anyone of the historical
reliability of the llible as a whole.
Conclusion
Some people seem to approach the Bible with
the assumption that its historical statements
must be suspect until proven correct, that is,
guilty of error until proven innoccnt. Why not
respect the llible as we do f he common criminal
and treat it as innocent until proven gLriltr,? So
far, there has been no unquestionable evidence to
prove thc llible historically unreliable .

l{ot Believing

Seeing Is
By GENE SHELBURNE

"Show me your glory," Moses begged God.
"Let me see you." And God granted him a
backside glimpse, the Bible tells us.

This yearning

to "see" God

seems

to

be

deeply ingrained into the human heart. Walking
"by faith and not by sight" may be the New
Testament ideal, but many of us today are like
Moses. We want to enhance our faith by what
we see.

we could just see a miracle," we think,
"then we'd know for sure about the Lord. Then
we would believe as never before." But Bible
history shows us the flaw of basing believing on
seeing. Consider, for example, the experience of
Israel in the wilderness.

"If

"tabernacled" among his people for over forty
from Egypt to

years while Israel moved slowly
the Promised Land.

When Moses needed instructions for the
day's march, he could enter the tent where God
was so visibly present and the Lord would give
him the daily itinerary. Nobody ever had a better
tour guide! When civil disputes arose among the
people and the judgments were too tough for
Moses' magistrates, the Lord was right there
available for consultation. Dwelling in the center
of the camp in plain sight of all his people, the
Lord directed Israel in everything from when to
wage war right down to what to eat for supper.

constantly present among his people in so visible
a form. When Moses and his men finished their
work on the tabernacle, the glory of the Lord
filled that fabulous tent. And the Bible tells us
that all through the days of the Jewish exodus,
"the cloud of the Lord was upon the tabernacle
by day, and fire was in it by night, in the sight of
the house of Israel" (Ex. 40:38).

What would happen to the average church
today if we had God present with us in such a
visible way? Wouldn't we be a great deal more
serious about our church involvement if we
could drive by the house of worship and see the
Lord's fire hovering over the steeple any night of
the week? Wouldn't our faith move mountains
if we knew that God's cloud would be covering
the church building when we got there on
Sunday morning and we could count on him to
speak to us out of the cloud to gìve us specific
instructions for the week ahead?

of
the Lord must have meant to the people of

see

At no time in history has God been

It seems so obvious to us that being able to

Can you imagine what this visible presence

Israel? The Bible describes how they camped in a
carefully specified arrangemeltt, with the tents
of three tribes on the east of the tabernacle,
three on the west, three north, and three south

of the tent. Any

Jewish mother whose faith
wavered during those difficult days of wilderness
wandering could step to the door of her tent at
any hour of the day or night and could reassure
herself with one look at the tabernacle that God

was right there with them. He

lite

rally

God with our eyes would cause our faith to
become unshakable. But it did not work that

way for Israel. Having God within eye-shot
every morning did not stop them from

grumbling faithlessly about the lack of food and
water. Seeing that glorious cloud atop the
tabernacle did nol. make them afraid to revolt
against Moses. The glow of the heavenly fire at
night was not enough to quell their fear of
enemy armies, nor did it give them enough faith
to scale the walls of Canaan's fortress cities.

We must acknowledge the sad truth
(ìcnc Slrcllrur-nc is cclilol t'tf' The Chri.s¡iun Ap¡teul irt Anta¡ illo,
'I exas.

confirmed by Israel's history. Seeing Goc.l every
day did not restrain the Hebrews from

immorality. It did not save them from losing
sight of their divine purpose nor give them the
zealto press forward victoriously for the Lord.

In our dreams we imagine that our faith
would flower dramatically and our spiritual
strength would become impregnable if we could
just receive some visual evidence of God's
reality. What great things we would do for the
Lord if he would just confirm his presence
before our eyes! It sounds good, but it won't
work. We would do no better than Israel.
Let's face it. Our lust for a look at the Lord is

not a mark of spiritual maturity. It is a step
backwards to what already has been tried and

Some of us are like Moses. We want to gazc
on God because we already believe in him. We
want to bolster our faith by what we see. Others
of us, however, are more like the apostle
Thomas. He wanted to see the resurrected body
of Jesus as a basis for believing. "Unless I see in
his hands the print of the nails," Thomas
insisted, "I will not believe."

Whether we are like Moses or like Thomas,
we need to hear Jesus' reply to this apostle who
doubted. "Have you believed because you have
seen me?" our Lord asked Thomas. And then
He said, "Blessed are those who have not seen
and yet believe."

has been found wanting.

A Christmas Story for the Entire Year

SoûmüsAtûv@
By

WILLIAM J. COOK

ln

San Diego several years back, there lived
two brothers. The older brother, over the years,
had become a very successful businessman; the
other had not done quite so well. One day the

older brother called his younger brother to his
store. When the younger brother arrived, the
older brother presented him with the keys to a
brand new luxury automobile which was parked
out front. The reason, he explained, "You're
my brother and I wanted you to have it." .lust
that simple.
As the younger brother stood there adnriring
liis new car trying to realize fully what his older
brother had just done, a small street urchin
walked up. The boy slowly walked around the
lfi

car in a kind 01'reverence known only to those
who have not. Then he said to the new owner,
" ls that your car, mister? "
ttYes.tt
"Where did you get it?"
"My brother gave it to me. "
The urchin was struck with disbelief, and
asked him again. Same answer.
"You mean your brother gave it to you just for nothing?"
"Yes. Just for nothing. "
The small boy thought a moment or two and
then looked up to the older man. "l)o you know
what I wish?"

"No. What do you wish?" The man, if
were like most men, expected the boy to say,

he

"l

wish I had a brother like that." But the boy did
not. The little street boy, with bright eyes made
brighter by his dirty face, said, "I wish I could
be abrother like that. "

The man was moved by the boy's wisdom
and compassion. He asked him if he would like
to ride in the new car. The boy excitedly jumped
in and they began riding through the streets of
San Diego. Suddenly the boy asked the man if
he would take him home. The man agreed and
following the boy's directions, drove to an

old tenement section and parked in a narrow,
dark alley.

"Wait here, please," said the boy. "I'll be
right back." The man waited in the car. Then
after a few minutes he saw the boy coming back
down the outside stairs; he was carrying his
younger brother. There might have been
something wrong with the younger boy's legs.
The older boy sat him on the sidewalk and said,
"See, that's the car I told you about. And one
day I'm going to get you one just like it. "
That simple promise was the greatest gift
either of the two brothers ever received.

Raccoon John Smith

€

0J=

tu
By THOMAS H. OLBRICHT

For early leaders of the Restoration, the scripture often took on concrete meaning before their
very eyes. One such scripture was Jesus' prediction that commitment to him would bring heartrending emotional crises.
Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth; I have not come to bring peace, but
I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; and a man's foes will be those of his own
household. He who loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; and he who loves
son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me; and he who does not take his cross and
follow me is not worthy of me. He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for my
sake will find it (Matt. t0:34-39).
a sword. For

When alienation set in, and parents found themselves on a different side of the fence from their
children, tensions and emotions mounted. No story is more emotionally laden than the
confrontation between Raecoon John Smith and his mother. Smith's biographer, John Williams,
tells the story (LiÍe of Elder John Smith, 1870, pp. 410-412).
l1

On Monday, Smith went on into Overton County, to the house of a married sister-Mrs.
Matlock-with whom his mother was at that time living. The old matron saw him coming,
and, with all the alacrity of childish joy, tottered out to meet him. She hung upon him in her
doting fondness, and poured her tears into his bosom. All the years of his manhood rolled back
in a moment as he felt the pressure of her palsied arms around him. He was a child, a tenderhearted boy again, and he wept his pious tears upon her head. He led her gently into the house,
but when the greetings were over, her heart turned to its distress.

"They tell me, John, that you have left us! They say that you deny the good Spirit that once
gave you peace, and that you tell poor sinners that water can wash away their sins! For a long
time I would not believe them; but why didn't you wait till your poor old mother was dead and
gone?

"

"Mother," said he, "l confess that my mind has undergone some change in reference to the
doctrines that I once held as true; but many of the things that you have heard about me are idle
tales. I do not teach nor believe such things. I have never denied the Spirit, nor taught that
water can wash away sins."
"But, if you had only lived and preached as you once did, a few years longer, John, it
would not have hurt me; I could have died so much happier," and she burst into a flood of
complaining tears.
"Mother, on your account," said he, at lengtþ, "I would be glad if I were still a Baptist; but I
could not, then, be true to my conviction of duty. It pains me, beyond expression, to wound
the feelings of my mother; and I will now make you, as I regard it, a fair proposition: I will
turn back and preach Calvinism as faithfully as I ever did, so long as you live, should I survive
you, provided you will agree to answer for me, in the day of judgment, should I be found
wrong in so doing."

"Ah, John,"

she replied,
you,
poor
must
my
boy!"

"I

can't do that. I shall have to answer for myself in that day, and so

"'Well," said he, "if I must answer for myself then, do you not think, mother, that
believe and act for myself now? "
for some time, and then, wiping her eyes, replied:
suppose you are right, Johnny; for you ought to think for yourself. But you

I ought to

She mused

"I

will have to

account for it in the great day."

Thus she was reconciled; and, from that time, she did not cease to vindicate her boy to the
day of her death. She could not, indeed, comprehend the nature or the ground of his apostasy;
but she always said that she, at least, was not responsible for it-that John ought to be left free,
for to his own Master he had to stand or fall.
John Smith was his own man, or better Jesus' man, as he understood it. It was not easy for him
to be at odds with his mother. But he had made his own decision for his Lord.
l8

By Bobbie Lee Holley

New Bible Translations from the '70's
By WAYNE \ryALDEN

"Ever'hody says we're diJ.ferent," saicl Ivy. "Arkansas folks says 'ent di.fferent, and Oklahomy
J'olks ,sa¡,s 'ent di.f.ferenl. And we seen a lady front Massachusel[s, an' she soicÌ 'ent differentest of all.
Couldn'l hardly make oLtl wltul she wQS su.yin'."
Grapes of Wrath
-Steinbeck,

More than a dozen new Bible translations
have appreared during the past decade bringing
the total for this prolific century to close to the
one hundred mark.

Versions fall into two categories: first, the
revisions- those which attempt to some degree
to remain faithful to the traditional wording
established by Tyndale (1525). The best known
of these revisions are the King James Version
(1611), American Standard Version (1901), and

Revised Standard Version (1952). Tyndale's
version became the standard primarily because
he issued the first English New Testament to
have the advantage of being multiplied by the
newly-inventecl printing press. It thus pioneered
the field and gained a permanent foothold in
England.

Later, when the king (.Iames I) gave. official
sanction to the "Authorized Version," and
especially when the expanding British Empire
disseminated the English language around the
world, this Tyndale/King James tradition
dominated versio'ns for more than 300 years.'
Jerome's Vulgale (4.D. 405) and Luther's Dle
Heilige Schrift (1534) have enjoyed similar
preeminence among Roman and German Bibles
respectively.
The second type

of translation is the "new"
versions which set out to find fresh ways to
express the Bible irrespective of the vocabulary
Tyndale may have chosen. More of the latter
type continue to appear as the church is willing
to accept biblical ideas in current English rather
than in the classicisms that characterize the
revisions.

Wayne Walden is a stuclent in thcology at Boston Univetsity ancl
has taught Biblical languages at Abilcne Christian University and

Davicl Li¡rscornb Collcgc. He is the authol of Gt.tide lo llible
Tran,slutions: A Handhor¡k o.f Version.s Ant'ienl ond Motlern (see
editor's note at conclusion of article).

The New King James Bible

The most recent of the "revisions" is
currently in progress, though the New

Testament was issued this past summer. With a
name like The New King James Bible and put
forth by Thomas Nelson ("World's Leading
Bible Publisher"), we can safely predict success

for this volume before we open the pages.
Recently relocated to Nashville, Nelson has

undertaken both the sponsoring and publishing
of this major version.

The one hundred and nineteen-member
translation team, representing the major
denominations and English-speaking countries,
was required beforehand to sign a document
affirming the "plenary and verbal inspiration of
the original autographs." The team was divided
into "scholars" (represented, for the Church of
Christ, by Robert Hendren, minister at

Donelson, Tenn.), "Overview Committee"
(including tsatsell Baxter, Chairman, Dept. of

Bible, David Lipscomb College), and
"Executive Review Committee. " Quoting
from the original KJV Preface, the translators
similarly affirm as their purpose "not to make a
new version but to make an old one better. "

Many welcome improvements are found on
every page. The "thee-thou-doest" etc. type
archaisms are left behind and phraseology in
general is much clearer (though revisions like
"begot" for "begat" [Mt. l:Zff .] are of
marginal improvement). Poetic sections and Old
Testament quotations are set off in verse, and
some interesting captions are added, such as
"The Heavenly Scholar" at Jn. 7: lOff . or
"Jesus Forbids Sectarianism" at Mk. 9:38ff.
Readings like "Blessed are the gentle..." (Mt.
5:5) or "Woman, what does your concern have
to do with me?" (Jn.2:4) are positive
contributions.
Its adherence to some particulars of the AV,
however, does not enhance its value. The KJV
format of beginning each verse on a new line is
followed throughout, obscuring the Bible's
predominantly narrative style. Also, footnotes
(other than to identify Old Testament quotes)
are rare- only six, in fact, for the entire New
Testament. The AV had discouraged notes,
especially of the controversial kind, so as to
preserve harmony among warring Anglican
factions. Subsequent editions, as a rule, have
eliminated them altogether.
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The present version does not make the reason

for its

choice of notes clear. The word
"denarius," e.g., at Rev. 6:6 is explained as
"approximately one day's wages for a worker."
But other than a similar note at Jn. l2:5, the
remaining 14 instances where "denarius"
occurs in the New Testament go unnoted.

Only one of the six notes is textual. This is at

I Jn. 5:8 where the translators acknowledge that
the disputed portion of the "three witnesses"
passage comes from the Latin with questionable
Greek evidence. But a similar borrowing from
the Roman Bible at Acts 9:6 goes unexplained,
which brings us to the most unfortunate
characteristic, and that is its choice to follow its
predecessor in the basic Greek text- Stephanus'
edition of 1550. Without giving particulars, an
lntroduction defends the Textus Receptus by
simply saying that "recently there has been a
growing concern among reputable New
Testament scholars. . . that the traditional Greek
text is much more reliable than previously
supposed." The NKJB does not advance our
understanding of textual problems.

The cover of the NKJB is adorned with
eulogies, praising the work as "the most
important event in Bible publishing since the
original King James," by illustrious church
leaders (all of whom were, by the way, members
of the translation team). Whether or not this
latest of the revisions merits such superlative
praise, it certainly will find wide use among
those who, while wary of more recent versions,
have, at the same time, wished they could
understand the King James Version better.
The New American Standard Bible
A second version among the "revisions" and
again one that hopes to preserve a prestigious

ancestor is The New American Standard Bible

(Lockman, l97l; New Testament,

1963).

Dreading to see the ASV ("The Rock of Biblical
Honesty") disappear from the scene, this update attempts to remove some of the archaisms
and smooth out the over-literalisms (the ASV
was once described as "strong in Greek; weak in
English").

In keeping with their faithfulness to the ASV,
the NASB translators felt compelled to explain

any departures or irregularities.

Ample

footnotes accompany each page, including many
of the "Or,..,"-"Lit...,"-"Ck..." type. Except
for addressing God, "thou" becomes "you"
(though Jesus is addressed in Mk. l:11 as "Thou
art My beloved Son" but in Mt. 16:16 as "You
are the Christ").
Some of its

"new"

readings are good. Thus at

virgin" until Jesus
"immorality" is the usual rendering
for porneia; or again "...you pay special
attention to the one who is wearing the fine

Mt. l:25,

Joseph "kept her a

was born;

Overall, the user will find the NASB easier
reading than the ASV; but its attempt both to
preserve and modernize its predecessor produces
a rather curious blend

of the old and new.

The New International Version

Among "new" translations, The New
International Version (Zondervan, and New
York International Bible Society, 1978; New
Testament, 1973) is quickly assuming a leading
role among evangelicals. The makers of this
version recognized an important fact about

clothes..." we read in Jas. 5:2. Other changes,
though, like abandoning the ASV's
paragraphing format, are less welcome. And
"sea-monster" (Mt. 12:40) is a questionable

translations, namely, that they are nothing more
nor less than the translators' opinions about
what the text means. A translation thus will
reflect whatever theological convictions and
presuppositions the translator brings with him.

a "sea-monster"?).

A clear example is the Anglicanisms in the
KJV (e.g., "church"; if the Puritans had had

improvement over the ASV's "whale"
("whale" I understand; but just what exactly is

Unlike the NKJB, the NASB attempts to
keep the practice of italicizing words added in
English but not in the Greek (though
"implied"). The KJV had adopted the rule, but
the NKJB finds it unnecessary to a large extent.
Translations which attempt to follow such a rule
soon abundantly demonstrate how impossible it'

is. The KJV, e.g., reads (Jn, 1:6) "...whose

name )vc,s John" (Gk. onoma autõí), since "was"
is not in the Greek; the NASB does not italicize

"was." The KJV does not italicize "the" in "In
the beginning...," which is also not in the
Greek.

One can scarcely proceed through a single
sentence without seeing how poorly the rule is
followed. For consistency one would need a
similar rule to identify words left out of the
Greek (like the definite article occurring regulary
before the word "God"). Italics in normal
English indicate emphasis, not words implied.
The italicizing rule is simply a poor one to
follow, and translations which do so betray that
they are still, to that extent, in the "now-we-seedarkly" stage of the translation science.

The NASII places much emphasis on the
precise rendering of Greek verbs and includes a
full-page preface entitled "Notes on the

Translation of Greek Tenses." Some of these
are helpful for reference and careful verse study.

their way, they would have said, as did Tyndale,
or something less
''congregation "
The
controversial
"virgin" (or
ecclesiastical').
passage
Is. 7:14 is
in
"young woman," RSV)
is
not
that
translators
are
another example, It
privately
It
the
text.
manipulating
dishonest or
is, though, that many words and constructions
are ambiguous, thus leaving more room for
translation opinion.
Recognizing this element in the business of
translation, the NIV has succeeded in gathering
a wide representation from evangelical
Protestantism to back the new version. A fulltime coordinator was employed to get the
version off the ground, and the initial printing
of 1.2 million copies sold out before the book
officially went on the market. Bound by their
commitment to "the authority and infallibility
of the Bible as God's Word in written form,"
the project's members prefer the term "transdenominational" to describe their various affiliations. Churches of Christ are represented by
Jack Lewis of tl.re Harding Graduate School of
Religion.

Though a "new" translation, the NIV
recognizes the established sacredness of
traditional terms like "j ustification, "
"redemption," and "righteousncss" and retains
them along with much familiar terminology in
well-known passages like Ps. 23 and The Lord's
2t

Prayer. But the "thee-thou" type of archaisms,
along with other words not in use anymore, are

dispensed

with (though we occasionally

encounter lapses like "being understood" at
Rom. 1:20 or "the many" at Rom. 5:15).
Helpful renderings include "sinful nature"
instead of the traditional "flesh" (Rom. 7:5) and
"Let no debt remain outstanding" (Rom.
l3:8).

Adequate notes explain interpretive and
textual problems. The "Red Sea" (Ex. 13:18;
Acts 7:36) is footnoted "Or, Sea of Reeds."
Gen. 6:14 reads "cypress wood" with a note
explaining that "The meaning of the Hebrew for
this word is uncertain." Some passages, like I
Cor. 7:36-38 and ll:4-7, are provided with
rather lengthy alternative translations. Mk. l6:9-

20 and other doubtful passages are

well

documented.

The work reflects responsible biblical

scholarship and is of commendable literary
accomplishment. With other readings like "one
and only" instead of "only begotten" (Jn.
3:16), and "investigated" instead of "had
understanding" (Lk. l:3), the NIV is escaping
with practices for which the RSV of a generation
ago was burned!
The Good News Bible

The United Bible Societies have joined
together

to

produce

a

fresh translation for

anyone who speaks English either natively or as
a second language anywhere around the world.
The Good News Bible (1976; New Testament,

Version, "
1966;
Deuterocanonicals/Apocrypha, 1979) avoids
words that are not in wide-spread use. The
translators have set as their aim to transmit ideas
and concepts rather than to try to reproduce
grammatical features like word order, parts of

"Today's English

speech, and sentence structure.

Designed more for the man on the street than

for the churchman in the pew, many

new

contemporary equivalents for ancient concepts

are found. The usual

"righteousness"

(dikaiosunë) is frequently "what God requires"
(Mt. 3:15; 5:6); "condemned to hell" occurs for
the traditional "anathema" (Gal. l:8-9). The
Old Testament "ark of the covenant" becomes a
22

"covenant box." The Hebre'w edonai Yahweh
comes into English as "Sovereign Lord." Verse
numberings are sometimes condensed, e.g. at
Mt. l:l-16:2:9-lA. A bonus in most editions is
the frequently captivating line drawings.
The GNB has gained a reputation for both
accuracy and clarity and for being the best
version for people who think they don't like the

Bible. That reputation is borne out by

its

popularity: the New Testament saw the fantastic
distribution of 50 million copies within the first
eight years.
The Living Bible

"lhe Living Bible (Tyndale House, l97l; New
Testament, 1961) has likewise enjoyed a
phenomenal success story. Ironically, no
publisher could at first be found to accept the

idea. So the translator, Kenneth Taylor, set up
his own publishing house. With the goal to
simplify the text so as to require as little
explanation as possible, Taylor used, at least in
the New Testament, the ASV as his base.
Samples of clarity like Ex. l:7 ("...there was
a veritable population explosion...") or Jn. l:l

("Before anything else existed, there was
Christ... ") well account for this version's

popularity, with 20 million copies in print in the
first five years. Instead of "The Son of Man...,"
Jesus simply says "L.." in the LB. The usual
"kiss" is updated by "embrace" (Mt. 26:47) or
"shake hands" (Rom. l6:16).
Other attempts to be more contemporary do
not follow through so consistently. We still read
about the "Pharisees and Sadducees" in Mt. 3:7
while it is "religious and political leaders" in
Mk. l2:13 (for "Pharisees and Herodians"). We

read about Noah's "boat" but still Moses'
"ark." "Cherubim" still stands at Ezek. l0:1
but the same word is "statues of angels" in I
Kings 6:23. Other ancient phenomena retain

their traditional renderings, such

as

"behemoth" and "leviathan" (Job 40:15; 4l:1)
and (God forbid!) "Lucifer" (Is. 14:12) which
the ASV had already discarded as a bit of
medieval mythology.

Taylor wants the reader to know when he is
taking liberties in translation, so each page is
liberally supplied with notes, many beginning

with words like "Or...," "Literally...," and
" Implied. " Some explain textual and
interpretive problems, in cluding a very
instructive note on "virgin" at Is. 7:14. Still
others are homiletic in nature, like the one at

Eccles. 9:5 ("...the dead know nothing") where
a note informs the reader, "These statements are

Solomon's discouraged opinion, and do not
reflect a knowledge of God's truth on these
points!"
Conclusion

The subtitle ''Paraphrased' ' raises an
important and complex issue in Bible
translation, namely, where does translation
leave off and interpretation begin? For some,
especially those who have never tried it, the
answer is easy enough. But Bible translators
through the centuries have been humbled in the
face of the Hebrew. Aramaic, and Greek texts,
to acknowledge that the distinction between
"translation, " "translator's
opinion, "
" par ap h rase,'' ('interpretati o n,''
"commentary," and the like is often a blurry

the Jewish Publication Society's New
Translation of the Holy Scriptures According to
the Masoretic Texl.

The important point with the new versions is

that people are reading them, and that

place to versions suited for public reading as well
as private edification. Translators will continue
to put forth their versions to succeed in the place

of the fading Authorized Version. That place
has been found by many in the RSV of 1952,
currently undergoing revision. In some more

conservative circles that place will probably be a
toss-up between the NIV and the NKJB for some

time to come.

Editor's nole: Wayne Wolden, Guide to

Bible Translations: A Handbook of
Versions Ancient and Modern (Living-

one indeed.

books: 764 Congress St., Duxbury, MA,
02332, 81.50 & .50 postage and handling) is
a help.ful reference tool. It includes a
chronological listing of English Bible
translatic¡ns published since 1900. The
"milestone" versi(¡ns prior to thqt dute are
also Iisted for bøckground purposes.
Bibliogrophic data is given for each entry
along with a concise slaleffienÍ of the
"basic philosophy" of each version. In
some inslances, there are quotaÍions lo
illuslrate the special character of the
lranslation. Wifh few exceplions, vqrious

Every translation is, to a degree, all of these.
Tyndale, in the appendix to his New Testament,
described his work as his "interpretation" of the
text. Confronted, e.g., with an expression like
pisteõs Iêsou Chrislo¿1, Rom. 3:22 (KJY "faith
of Jesus Christ"), the translator must decide if it
is talking about a believer's faith in Christ (so
most) or Christ's faith(fulness) to God's plan.
Either wây, as is regularly the case, the
translator functions also as interpreter.

"And what more shall I say? For time would
fail me to tell" of all the new versions from the

e

past decade
The New American Bible (New
- Book
York: Catholic
Publishing Co., 1970), The
Watchtower Society's Bible in Living English
(1972), Chester Estes' Better Version of the New
Testctment (1973), The Translator's New
TestamenÍ from the British and Foreign Biblc
Society (19'73), Clarence Jordan's Cctllott Patch
Version: A Modern TranslaÍion in a SouÍhern

Accenl (1973), and Jay Adams'Christian
Counselor's New Testatnenl: A New Translatir¡n

in Everyday English (1977). And then there are
those yet in progress, snch as Aurr¡n's Riming
Bible, The Readet''s Digest Condensed Biblc, or

is

justification enough. A single version could
hardly again attain that dominant place once
held by the King James. That unique turn of
history is not likely to repeat itself. As new
versions continue to appear, time and use cull
out the lesser lights but give more permanent

ditions

,

c o t'r't t't1 e n Í a r y - I r a n s I s I i o n

contbinalions, and inlerlinear lranslalions

are not included. However, works in
progress are ntenlioned. The aulhor's
purpose is no[ lo evctluote bul sintpl), to
provide an easily used handbook of informalion.
'C-l'. J:vcreu I:clgLrson, "William'f¡rnclalc ancl thc llitrle in
English," llestoralion Quarterl.v, XIV (3rd ancl 4th Qualtcls,
t9'7

t), t29-t4t

.

'?lìor othcl exanrplcs scc Jack I.cu'is,

"l)octrjnal

Pr.oblcnrs a¡rd

thc King -lanes Vclsion," Ile.çtorution Quurterl.v, XIV (3rcl
4rh Quartcrs, l97

l),

142-1 54.

ancl
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Mission Journal solicits a broad spectrum of responses to articles in
the journal. To be published, letters may argue from a variety of
perspectives, bul must be responsible and well thought out. The
journal reserves the right to edit letters where necessary. Address all
letters for publication to "Forum."

Dear Forum,

I thought the review of Calvin Miller's The Singer did great injustice to that
work of art and undermined the value of it. As for our campus ministry here,
dramatic readings of The Singer have proved a marvellous evangelistic tool,
captivating the thinking minds and fastasy imaginations of many students
here. I've used it with high school kids with equally amazing results
- the kids
loving his unorthodox usage of English (!!), his characterization, and
especially the theme:
his

"And now the

great reduction is begun: Earthmaker and

Troubadour are one."

Several charismatic fellowships in the northeast have made Miller's Ifte
Singer into a Christian play and even the dramatic travelling group from
Harding has utilized it with telling effectiveness.

From my perspective in mid-city St. Louis and amidst the college
campuses, The Singer offers to the evangelical community a unique tool of art
by which to communicate God's good-news and I wanted to say so!
Michael Hall
Central Church
St. Louis

Dear Forum,

Leonard Allen's "The Ordeal of Compassion" in the February issue is a
very meaningful work. I think it deserves to be read by all persons who find
themselves "ministering" to others. I place it alongside the few outstanding
articles that I have had the opportunity to read over the last few years.
I hope we will be seeing more of Mr. Allen's writing in Mission Journql.
David Mills
Raleigh, NC
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